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I. INTRODUCTION
Fred Wardlaw’s family lost the land his great-great-great-grandfather bought
as a family legacy in the mid-1850s because his great-great-great-grandfather died
without estate planning documents, such as a will.1 When a person dies without a
will, the land passes to the person’s relatives.2 This intergenerational process often
results in multiple owners of one piece of land.3 The number of co-owners often
increases with each generation as multiple relatives inherit a share of the property.4
Property, such as the Wardlaw family property, that is inherited by default because
the owner died without a will is commonly known as heirs’ property.5
Wardlaw’s great-uncle transferred his 4% share of the family land to a
businessperson not related to the family for 100 dollars in the 1980s.6 Within a
couple of months, the buyer resold the share for ten times the purchase price.7
Subsequent owners of Wardlaw’s great-uncle’s 4% share sold the share multiple
times before Timberland Services, a timber company and real estate speculator,
purchased it in 1992.8
Unscrupulous
developers
and
real
estate
speculators
often
target co-owners of heirs’ property with financial difficulties or co-owners who

1.
How
Jacob
Loud’s
Land
Was
Lost,
PLANET MONEY
(Apr.
7,
2021),
https://www.npr.org/transcripts/983897990 (on file with the University of the Pacific Law Review) (highlighting
the impact of partition law on Black American families).
2. Thomas W. Mitchell, Reforming Property Law to Address Devastating Land Loss, 66 ALA. L. REV. 1,
29 (2014).
3. Thomas W. Mitchell, Restoring Hope for Heirs Property Owners: The Uniform Partition of Heirs
Property
Act,
A.B.A.
(Oct.
1,
2016),
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/state_local_government/publications/state_local_law_news/201617/fall/restoring_hope_heirs_property_owners_uniform_partition_heirs_property_act/ (last visited May 15,
2021) (on file with the University of the Pacific Law Review).
4. Mitchell, supra note 2, at 29 (explaining how the process of transferring property without a will leads
to large numbers of co-owners).
5. Mitchell, supra note 3.
6. How Jacob Loud’s Land Was Lost, supra note 1.
7. Id.
8. Id.
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live far away from the family land.9 These co-owners are often more willing to sell
their share than financially secure co-owners who use the family land regularly.10
For example, Wardlaw’s great-uncle—who was financially insecure—used his
share as collateral for a $100 loan, which the lender owned after the loan was not
repaid.11 Once a developer buys a share in heirs’ property, the developer can
request the division of the land usually by sale.12
Developers, like Timberland Services, use their legal expertise to buy heirs’
property
at
a
reduced
price.13
Often
when
a
court
sells heirs’ property, the developer who requested division purchases the entire
property at a reduced price.14 For instance, Wardlaw’s family lacked the financial
resources to bid on their property, and Timberland Services bought it for less than
the property’s value.15 The Wardlaw family, unable to avoid a sale, lost the wealth
embedded in the property as well as generations of family history.16
AB 633 aims to protect families, like the Wardlaw family, from the loss of
both familial land and the wealth embedded in the property.17 AB 633 reinstates a
legislative and judicial preference for partition in kind, increases notification
requirements, and adds a buy-out provision to increase protections for co-owners
of heirs’ property.18 While AB 633 increases protections for co-owners of heirs’
property, it would be more effective with improved notification and an option to
request mediation among the parties.19
II. LEGAL BACKGROUND
Partition law has changed little since its creation.20 However, the courts’
application has changed in recent decades.21 Section A discusses the process of
9. Faith R. Rivers, The Public Trust Debate: Implications for Heirs’ Property Along the Gullah Coast, 15
SE. ENV’T L.J. 147, 153 (Fall 2006).
10. How Jacob Loud’s Land Was Lost, supra note 1.
11. Id. (discussing Wardlaw’s great-uncle’s transfer of his share without the knowledge of the other coowners).
12. Mitchell, supra note 3.
13. How Jacob Loud’s Land Was Lost, supra note 1 (“At some point, property developers realized that
there was this flaw in the heirs’ property system, this incredible way for them to get these newly valuable
properties for pennies on the dollar.”).
14. Mitchell, supra note 3.
15. How Jacob Loud’s Land Was Lost, supra note 1 (“[N]o one in Fred Wardlaw’s family had enough
money to put up a bid.”).
16. Id. (“You lost everything. They tore down my grandfather’s house.”).
17. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021); Hearing on AB 633 Before the Assemb. Jud. Comm.,
2021 Leg., 2020–2021 Sess. (Cal. 2021) [hereinafter 633 Assemb. Jud. Hearing] (on file with the University of
the Pacific Law Review); How Jacob Loud’s Land Was Lost, supra note 1.
18. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021).
19. Id.
20. See Mitchell, supra note 3 (summarizing the history and case law surrounding partition).
21. Id. (discussing the development of partition law from English law to a modern preference for partition
by sale).
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distributing a person’s property after death.22 Section B explains the structures of
property ownership in the United States and the relationship between tenancy in
common ownership and intestate succession.23 Section C explains the process for
dividing heirs’ property under current laws.24 Section D discusses the interaction
between heirs’ property and partition.25
A. Distribution of a Person’s Property After Death
When a person dies, state courts refer to formal estate planning documents,
such as a will or trust, to see how the person planned to divide their assets.26 If a
person dies without any estate planning documents, the court distributes the
person’s property according to state laws.27
Before
death,
a
person
can
draft
estate
planning
documents, such as a will or trust.28 When the person dies, the estate planning
document directs the distribution of that person’s property.29 A person specifies in
the estate planning document who receives which property.30 The document
transfers ownership of specific property from the deceased person to specific living
people.31
When a person dies without estate planning documents, the person’s property
is distributed according to state law.32 This transfer of property is called intestate
succession or intestacy.33 Intestacy laws include hierarchies of living relatives that
inherit the property in a specific order.34 For instance, when a spouse dies, the
surviving spouse inherits the property.35 Similarly, when an unmarried person
without children dies, their parents will inherit their property, or if the parents are
deceased the person’s siblings will inherit and so on.36 This relative is the deceased
person’s next of kin.37 The state will search for a deceased person’s next of kin by

22. Infra Section II.A.
23. Infra Section II.B.
24. Infra Section II.C.
25. Infra Section II.D.
26. JOHN G. SPRANKLING & RAYMOND R. COLETTA, PROPERTY: A CONTEMPORARY APPROACH 308 (4th
ed. 2018).
27. Id.
28. Id. at 308, 312.
29. Id.
30. Id.
31. Id.
32. See Intestate Succession § 16, 40 CAL. JURIS. (3d ed. 2021) (specifying the order of property
distribution among a deceased’s heirs).
33. SPRANKLING, supra note 27, at 308, 312.
34. See Intestate Succession § 16, supra note 33 (describing the statutory implementation in California).
35. See id. (citing to CAL. PROB. CODE § 6402).
36. See id. (citing to CAL. PROB. CODE §§ 240, 6402).
37.
Next
of
Kin:
defined,
MERRIAM-WEBSTER,
https://www.merriam-
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examining a person’s relatives by generation.38 The next of kin inherit the deceased
person’s property and are the deceased person’s heirs.39 Often, a deceased person
will have multiple relatives who are equally related to them generationally and are
their heirs.40 This process means multiple relatives can inherit shares of the
deceased person’s property.41
In the United States, intestate succession is the primary method courts use to
transfer a deceased person’s property.42 Nearly half of Americans die without wills
or trusts, which results in the transfer of their property through intestacy.43 Racial
minorities die without wills at levels above the national average.44 Specifically,
80% of Black Americans die without wills.45 This results in high rates of intestate
property transfers and the creation of heirs’ property among Black American
communities.46 Because of the high rate of intestacy in the United States, many
Americans are co-owners of heirs’ property.47
B. Ownership of Property in the United States
Property ownership in the United States exists in two forms: sole ownership
and concurrent ownership.48 A sole owner owns all the rights and embedded wealth
associated with the property.49 In contrast, concurrent ownership refers to
ownership shared by two or more people.50 Concurrent owners share all the rights
to the property, but each concurrent owner owns only a percentage of the
embedded wealth.51

webster.com/dictionary/next%20of%20kin (last visited Aug. 8, 2021) (on file with the University of the Pacific
Law Review).
38. See Intestate Succession § 16, supra note 33 (citing to CAL. PROB. CODE §§ 240, 6402 and relevant
case law).
39. SPRANKLING, supra note 27, at 308.
40. Mitchell, supra note 3.
41. Id.
42. Id.
43. See id. (highlighting the connection between low rates of will-making and ownership of heirs’
property).
44. Id.
45. Id.
46. Id.; see also Anna Dean, What Is Heirs’ Property? A Huge Contributor to Black Land Loss You Might
Not Have Heard of, GRIST (Mar. 17, 2021), https://grist.org/fix/what-is-heirs-property-a-huge-contributor-toblack-land-loss-you-might-not-have-heard-of/ (on file with the University of the Pacific Law Review) (discussing
intestacy among Hispanic communities in the United States).
47. Mitchell, supra note 3.
48. Alicia Tuovila, 5 Common Methods of Holding Real Property Title (Aug. 29, 2021),
https://www.investopedia.com/articles/mortgage-real-estate/08/title-ownership-property.asp (last visited Dec.
15, 2021) (on file with the University of the Pacific Law Review).
49. Id.
50. SPRANKLING, supra note 27, at 378.
51. Id.
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In tenancy in common ownership, a concurrent ownership structure, multiple
people own shares or percentages of the whole property.52 Each co-owner has an
equal right to live on and use the land.53 However, each co-owner may own a
different percentage or share of the property.54 For example, if four people co-own
property, two may each own shares equivalent to 40% of the land while the other
two only own 10% shares.55 When the co-owners sell the property, each co-owner
receives percentage of the sale price equivalent to the co-owner’s share.56
In the United States, tenancy in common ownership represents the most
prevalent form of concurrent ownership of property.57 Tenancy in common is the
default ownership structure when two or more people inherit land from a previous
owner who lacked estate planning documents.58 Over time, the heirs’ property
continues
to
pass
from
generation
to
generation
through
intestacy,
which
fractionalizes
the
shares
and
increases
the
number of co-owners.59
C. Division of Heirs’ Property Under Current Laws
When multiple people co-own property, such as heirs’ property, any co-owner
can request that a state court divide their share from the other co-owners’ shares.60
This process of dividing one co-owner’s share from the whole is called partition.61
Once a co-owner requests partition, there are two methods of dividing the
property—partition by sale and partition in kind.62 Partition by sale involves selling
the entire property, then dividing the proceeds among the co-owners.63 Partition in
kind involves physically dividing the land into individual parcels.64
Many state laws express a preference for partition in kind.65 Historically,
courts and state legislatures considered the physical division of the land to be the

52. Id.
53. Id.
54. Id.
55. Id.
56. SPRANKLING, supra note 27, at 378.
57. See Mitchell, supra note 2, at 9 (“[T]he tenancy in common is the most common concurrent ownership
form with respect to the ownership of real property.”).
58. Teresa Jackson, Highlighting Heirs’ Property Ownership and Land Loss, USDA: COMPASSLIVE (July
30,
2019),
https://www.srs.fs.usda.gov/compass/2020/07/30/srs-publication-highlights-heirs-propertyownership-and-land-loss/ (on file with the University of the Pacific Law Review).
59. Jesse. J. Richardson, Jr., The Uniform Partition of Heirs Property Act: Treating Symptoms and Not the
Cause?, 45 REAL EST. L.J. 507, 517 (2017).
60. SPRANKLING, supra note 27, at 389.
61. Id.
62. Mitchell, supra note 2, at 5.
63. Id.
64. Id.
65. Mitchell, supra note 3.
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fairest method because each person could choose to sell or keep their share.66
Partition by sale served as the choice of last resort when no fair physical division
of the land existed.67 However, in recent decades, state courts have shifted to a
preference for partition by sale over partition in kind.68
Modern courts rely primarily on an economic-only test to decide which
method of partition supplies the highest benefit to the co-owners.69 The economiconly test exclusively considers the economic value of the property and ignores noneconomic value such as sentimental attachment.70 This test often results in partition
by sale because the entire property’s value usually exceeds the cumulative value
of the property divided into smaller parcels.71
Partition by sale often results in sales prices that are below fair market value
because of the method the court uses to sell the property.72 After the court orders
partition by sale, the court sells the property at a forced sale.73 A buyer needs cash
to purchase property at a forced sale, which limits potential buyers.74 Additionally,
minimal advertising and vague descriptions of the property result in little
competition between buyers, thereby contributing to low sale prices.75 The
property often sells at a price below fair market value to the developer who
requested the partition because of these factors.76 Because the property often sells
at an extremely low price, owners of heirs’ property lose substantial wealth.77
D. Effect of State Partition Laws on Heirs’ Property
Heirs’ property is unstable and susceptible to partition because one co-owner
can request a partition, which will result in partition by sale or partition in kind.78
The large number of co-owners increases the probability that one co-owner will be
willing to sell and a third-party can buy a share in heirs’ property.79 The third-party

66. Id. (“In the United States, courts considered the new authority to order a partition sale ‘“an
extraordinary and dangerous power.’”).
67. Id. (discussing judicial and legislative preference for partition in kind beginning with the creation of
partition law).
68. See Mitchell, supra note 2, at 11–12 (“[C]ourts have increasingly considered real property to be a
fungible commodity, courts in partition have become less concerned about protecting the non-economic values”).
69. Id. at 12–13.
70. Id.
71. Id. at 13 (discussing the results of the economic-only test).
72. Mitchell, supra note 3.
73. Mitchell, supra note 2, at 19.
74. See id. at 20 (connecting the cash purchase requirement to prices below fair market value).
75. See id. at 19–20 (“[P]rospective buyers at partition sales often lack much information about the
properties subject to being sold.”).
76. Id. at 20–23; see also Mitchell, supra note 3 (discussing the similarities between partition and
foreclosure sales).
77. Mitchell, supra note 2, at 22–23.
78. Id. at 5.
79. Mitchell, supra note 3.
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can then request a partition of the property.80 Subsequently, the third-party
purchases the entire property at a reduced price at a court-ordered forced sale.81 As
a result, the other co-owners involuntarily lose both the family land and the wealth
embedded in the land.82
As property values have risen in recent decades, unscrupulous developers and
real estate speculators have used partition law to gain ownership of heirs’
property.83 Additionally, scholars calculate that over the last 100 years, Black
American ownership of United States farmland dropped from 14% to less than
2%.84
III. AB 633
AB 633 strives to protect low-income and moderate-income families from
involuntary land loss by enacting the Uniform Partition of Heirs Property Act.85
AB 633 requires courts to apply AB 633 to property that meets the requirements
of heirs’ property.86 Heirs’ property has at least one co-owner who inherited from
a relative, and 20% or more of the co-owners are either related or received
ownership from a relative.87
AB 633 increases protections to co-owners of heirs’ property who have not
requested partition of the property.88 First, AB 633 increases protections by
improving notification of the proposed partition to co-owners.89 Second, the coowners challenging the partition have the right to buy-out the co-owner who
requested the partition.90 Third, the co-owners challenging the partition have the
right to request partition in kind, which would allow them to keep their share of
the property.91 Additionally, AB 633 directs the court to consider both economic
and non-economic factors, such as sentimental attachment, when deciding between
partition by sale and partition in kind.92 Finally, if the court orders partition by sale,

80. Mitchell, supra note 2, at 10.
81. Id. at 20.
82. Mitchell, supra note 3.
83. See id. (discussing developers’ exploitation of partition law to gain ownership of heirs’ property at a
price below fair market value).
84. See Dean, supra note 47 (discussing the loss of property by Black Americans since 1920).
85. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021); 633 Assemb. Jud. Hearing, supra note 17; see also
Mitchell, supra note 2, at 36–41 (discussing the history of the Uniform Partition of Heirs Property Act).
86. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021).
87. Mitchell, supra note 2, at 36–41.
88. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021).
89. Id.
90. 633 Assemb. Jud. Hearing, supra note 17.
91. Id.
92. Id.
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AB 633 requires the court to sell the property on the open market instead of at a
forced sale.93
IV. ANALYSIS
AB 633 solves problems with existing partition law by reinstating a preference
for partition in kind and requiring a court-ordered partition by sale on the open
market.94 While AB 633 improves notification to co-owners and adds a buy-out
provision, additional notification requirements and the ability for any co-owner to
request mediation would improve AB 633.95 Section A examines how AB 633
solves existing problems by preferencing partition in kind and mandating an open
market sale with a court-ordered partition by sale.96 Section B discusses how AB
633’s improvements in notification to co-owners and the addition of a buy-out
provision are only partially effective.97 Section C proposes requiring direct
notification to potential co-owners and enabling any co-owner to request mediation
before trial to improve AB 633’s effectiveness.98
A. AB 633 Ends the California Courts’ Preference for Partition by Sale and the
Execution of Partition by Sale Through Forced Sale
AB 633 solves two problems—the California court’s preference for partition
by sale and the loss of wealth resulting from a forced sale.99 AB 633 reinstates the
court’s preference for partition in kind and mandates an open-market sale when
the court orders partition by sale.100 Subsection 1 discusses the benefit to co-owners
of heirs’ property of AB 633’s reinstatement of the preference for partition in
kind.101 Subsection 2 explains how AB 633’s open market sale provision protects
co-owners of heirs’ property from the loss of wealth common under previous
partition law.102

93. Id.
94. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021).
95. Id.
96. Infra Section IV.A.
97. Infra Section IV.B.
98. Infra Section IV.C.
99. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021).
100. Id.
101. Infra Subsection IV.A.1.
102. Infra Subsection IV.A.2.
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1. AB 633’s Partition in Kind Provision Improves Partition Law Because It
Allows Co-Owners to Retain Their Share of the Property
AB 633 reinstates the historic legislative and judicial preference for partition
in kind.103 Under the provisions of AB 633, co-owners who wish to retain their
portion of the property can request partition in kind.104 Partition in kind allows
these co-owners to retain ownership because their share of the land is physically
divided into a separate parcel.105 If partition in kind is feasible, AB 633 requires
the court to physically partition that co-owner’s share from the property.106 AB 633
reinstated the preference for partition in kind by coupling a statutory preference
with an expansion of the factors a court considers when deciding how to
partition.107
AB 633 expands the factors a California court considers in its analysis to
include both economic and non-economic factors.108 AB 633 adds non-economic
factors including sentimental attachment, a co-owner’s use of the property, and the
length of ownership by the family to the court’s analysis.109 Before AB 633,
California courts often attributed lower value to non-economic factors than
economic factors, especially when the entire property’s value exceeded the
cumulative value of smaller parcels.110 The addition of non-economic factors
allows California courts to balance economic and emotional value.111 The equal
probative value of non-economic and economic factors improves partition law and
achieves AB 633’s goal of protecting families for involuntary loss of family
land.112

103. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021); see Mitchell, supra note 2 at 55–56 (discussing the
impact of requiring courts to consider economic and non-economic factors).
104. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021); Mitchell, supra note 2 at 56; see also Rishi Batra,
Improving the Uniform Partition of Heirs Property Act, 24 GEO. MASON L. REV. 743, 757 (2017) (“This partition
in kind division is more likely to result in retention of land by the current landowners, and also preserve the
historical, ancestral non-economic value of the land.”).
105. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021); Batra, supra note 105, at 756.
106. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021).
107. Id.
108. Id.
109. Id.
110. 633 Assemb. Jud. Hearing, supra note 17.
111. Hearing on AB 633 Before the S. Jud. Comm., 2021 Leg., 2020–2021 Sess. (Cal. 2021) [hereinafter
633 S. Jud. Hearing] (on file with the University of the Pacific Law Review).
112. 633 S. Jud. Hearing, supra note 111.
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2. AB 633’s Open Market Sale Provision Improves Partition Law Because It
Prevents the Loss of the Wealth Embedded in the Property
AB 633’s requirement of an open market sale prevents loss of the wealth
embedded in the land because it mandates a sale at fair market value.113 An open
market sale under AB 633 operates in the same manner as a standard real estate
sale.114 An appraiser examines the property and establishes the fair market value
of the property.115 Once the court establishes fair market value, the co-owners have
an opportunity to challenge the appraised value.116 During a challenge, the coowner submits evidence to the court supporting their argument for a higher or
lower value.117 After the value is established, a real estate agent lists the property
using standard real estate procedures.118 AB 633’s open market procedures protect
families from loss of wealth by requiring sale of the property at fair market
value.119
Potential buyers can obtain mortgages to purchase the property instead of
being required to make a cash purchase, which increases the number of potential
buyers and sale price.120 Because standard real estate sale procedures are used to
sell the property, more potential buyers compete for the property, thus ensuring a
higher price.121 All of these factors prevent the sale of the property at prices that
are below fair market value.122 The open market sale provision is the most effective
provision of AB 633 because it protects co-owners from losing the wealth
embedded in the land.123

113. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021); see Mitchell, supra note 2, at 56 (“[H]eirs property
owners should receive more value (and in many cases significantly more value) for their property interests than
heretofore has been the case under partition sales conducted under general state partition laws.”).
114. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021); Mitchell, supra note 2, at 57–58. But see Stephens
v. Claridy, No. 1200006, 2021 Ala. LEXIS 68, at *1–12 (Ala. June 30, 2021) (holding that co-owner who lived
on property but did not maintain the property was not entitled to partition in kind solely because of residence—
partition by sale ordered).
115. Mitchell, supra note 2, at 50.
116. Id.
117. Id.
118. Id. at 57–59.
119. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021); Mitchell, supra note 2, at 57–59.
120. Mitchell, supra note 2, at 57–58; see Julia Kagan, What Is a Mortgage?, INVESTOPEDIA (updated
Sept. 8 2021), https://www.investopedia.com/terms/m/mortgage.asp (on file with the University of the Pacific
Law Review) (explaining mortgages and the process of obtaining a mortgage).
121. Mitchell, supra note 2, at 57–58.
122. Id. at 57–59.
123. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021); Mitchell, supra note 3.
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B. AB 633 Partially Solves Problems with Partition Law by Improving
Notification Requirements and Adding a Buy-out Provision
While AB 633 improves existing partition law, its provisions do not
completely solve problems with adequate notice and loss of familial land.124
Subsection 1 examines AB 633’s improvement to existing requirements for
notification to co-owners and problems that will continue after AB 633’s
enactment.125 Subsection 2 discusses both the benefit and the problems with AB
633’s buy-out provision that will impact the law’s effectiveness.126
1. AB 633 Improves Notification to Co-Owners But Problems Persist
Because Only Co-Owners Who Visit the Property Will Receive Notice
Currently, a partition can occur without the knowledge of all co-owners
because publication of a notice in a local newspaper is sufficient notice to unknown
co-owners.127 If a co-owner does not read the newspaper, that co-owner could
remain unaware of the proposed partition.128 AB 633 improves notification of
partition to co-owners because it requires that the co-owner requesting partition
post notice on the property.129 This method of notification increases the probability
that co-owners will receive notification of the partition because co-owners often
live on or regularly use heirs’ property.130
Unfortunately, AB 633 does not completely solve the notification problem.131
Since no record lists co-owners, co-owners who live out-of-state may not learn of
the partition action until after the partition is complete if they are not obvious coowners.132 A family member no longer in regular communication with the family
near the property likely will not learn of the partition through word of mouth. 133
Hostile family dynamics may hinder the dissemination of notice to co-owners who
use the property sporadically because local family members may choose not to
notify distant family members.134
124. Hearing on AB 633 Before the S. Rules Comm., 2021 Leg., 2020–2021 Sess. (Cal. 2021) [hereinafter
633 S. Rules Hearing].
125. Infra Section IV.B.1.
126. Infra Section IV.B.2.
127. See Batra supra note 105, at 761 (“A ‘notice by publication’ is where a notice of the pending action
is printed—typically in a local newspaper that is not widely distributed, and may exist specifically for this
purpose.”).
128. See id. (discussing the problems of notice to geographically distant co-owners).
129. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021); Batra, supra note 105, at 761.
130. Batra, supra note 105, at 761.
131. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021); Batra, supra note 105, at 761.
132. Caitlin Henderson, Heirs Property in Georgia: Common Issues, Current State of the Law, and Further
Solutions, 55 GA. L. REV. 875, 904 (2021).
133. Batra, supra note 105, at 762.
134. Id.
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Accordingly, a notice posted on the property fails to provide adequate notice to
all co-owners.135
2. AB 633’s Buy-out Provision Increases the Probability That Families Will
Retain Heirs’ Property
Under AB 633, once a California court has established the property’s fair
market value, the co-owners have the right to buy-out the co-owner requesting
partition.136 Co-owners may exercise the buy-out provision either individually or
as a group.137 The buy-out provision allows co-owners to retain ownership of the
land at a lower cost than purchasing the entire parcel at a sale.138 This occurs
because the co-owners only need to purchase one share of the land.139 Co-owners
are more likely to be able to purchase a share than the entire parcel because of the
lower cost.140 The lower cost and lack of competition from other potential buyers
increases the probability that families will retain ownership of their land.141
However, the buy-out provision fails to provide adequate protection because
many low-income and middle-income co-owners lack the assets to fund a buyout.142 Without available funds to exercise a buy-out, the provision becomes an
unachievable promise for many co-owners.143 While conceivably, multiple coowners could pool resources to fund a buy-out, hostile family dynamics often
inhibit agreement.144 Research in states that have enacted the buy-out provision
show that co-owners rarely use the buy-out provision.145 Therefore, AB 633’s buyout provision provides little protection because many co-owners lack funds to
exercise the buy-out provision, which results in an involuntary loss of familial
land.146

135. Id.
136. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021).
137. Id.
138. Id.
139. Id.
140. Mitchell, supra note 2, at 51–54.
141. See Avanthi Cole, For the “Wealthy and Legally Savvy”: The Weaknesses of the Uniform Partition
of Heirs Property Act as Applied to Low-Income Black Heirs Property Owners, 11 COLUM. J. RACE & L. 343,
360 (2021) (discussing the benefits and problems with the buy-out provision).
142. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021).
143. See Cole, supra note 142, at 361 (“Heirs property owners are often economically marginalized . . .
even when sold below market value, is frequently too expensive for cotenants.”).
144. Id. at 362.
145. Id.
146. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021); Cole, supra note 142, at 361–362.
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C. Requiring Individual Notification to Co-Owners and Adding a Mediation
Provision Would Increase the Effectiveness of AB 633
AB 633 would be more effective with increased notification to co-owners and
the addition of a mediation provision.147 Subsection 1 proposes individual
notification of co-owners to supply adequate notice of a partition action.148
Subsection 2 proposes the addition of a mediation provision to improve outcomes
for all co-owners.149
1. Individual Notification to Co-owners Would Improve the Effectiveness of
AB 633
Two problems result from inadequate notice to all co-owners.150 First, the
uninformed co-owners cannot exercise their legal rights such as requesting
partition in kind or exercising the buy-out provision.151 Second, without
notification, the co-owner may never receive their share of the proceeds because
after three years unclaimed money becomes the property of the State of
California.152 Without adequate notification to all co-owners, AB 633 fails to
protect families from involuntary loss of both land and wealth.153
Requiring a good faith attempt to determine and notify all co-owners
individually would improve AB 633 because most co-owners would receive
adequate notice.154 The statute could require the co-owner requesting partition to
search public records to determine all relatives who are co-owners.155 Once the coowners are established, online sources would provide current addresses for most
co-owners.156 This process would increase notification to co-owners and more
effectively achieve AB 633’s goals.157 Additionally, requiring certified mail would
provide evidence of good faith because a record of delivery or failed delivery
would be available to the court.158 Individual notification through certified mail
147. Supra Subsection IV.C.1–2.
148. Infra Subsection IV.C.1.
149. Infra Subsection IV.C.2.
150. Batra, supra note 105, at 761.
151. Id.
152.
About the Unclaimed Property Program, CAL. STATE CONTROLLER OFF.,
https://www.sco.ca.gov/upd_faq_about_q01.html (last visited July 17, 2021) (on file with the University of the
Pacific Law Review).
153. Batra, supra note 105, at 761.
154. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021); see Batra, supra note 105, at 761 (discussing
adequate notice to all co-owners).
155. Batra, supra note 105, at 761.
156. Id.
157. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021); see Batra, supra note 105, at 762 (discussing
continuing failures in notification to co-owners).
158. See What is Certified Mail?, USPS, https://faq.usps.com/s/article/What-is-Certified-Mail (last visited
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would improve notification to co-owners and protect their legal rights and
individual wealth.159 Adequate notice to all co-owners would increase AB 633’s
protection of heirs’ property.160
2. A Mediation Provision Would Increase the Effectiveness of AB 633’s Buyout Provision
A mediation provision would improve AB 633 because it would allow coowners to negotiate fairly before a court-ordered partition.161 Mediation would
encourage co-owners to pool resources to exercise a buy-out provision.162 A
provision allowing a co-owner to request mediation would increase protections for
all co-owners by facilitating a mutually beneficial agreement in lieu of a courtordered partition.163 Additionally, if no co-owner requested mediation, the case
could proceed to court for a decision on partition by sale or partition in kind.164
Mediation benefits both families who own heirs’ property and developers
because it provides a structured environment to negotiate.165 In some cases,
mediation may result in the sale of a portion of the property while other co-owners
retain a portion of the property.166 In other cases, developers may negotiate a fair
sale price with co-owners or inclusion of elements important to the family in the
land development plan.167 In partition actions involving only family members,
mediation could encourage co-owners who desire a buy-out to pool resources
because it would improve communication among co-owners.168 If mediation
resolved the dispute, all parties would benefit from lower attorney’s fees and other
costs such as appraisal fees.169 Mediation would increase AB 633’s protections by
establishing a fair negotiation structure between the co-owners.170

Aug. 9, 2021) (on file with the University of the Pacific Law Review) (describing a sender’s ability to track and
confirm a person’s receipt of delivery).
159. See Batra, supra note 105, at 762 (proposing methods to increase notification to co-owners).
160. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021); see Batra, supra note 105, at 762 (asserting
increased notification will improve the protection of co-owners’ property rights).
161. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021); see Richardson, Jr., supra note 60, at 572
(discussing mediation as a method to avoid partition by sale in various heirs’ property scenarios).
162. Rivers, supra note 9, at 77.
163. Batra, supra note 105, at 763.
164. Id.
165. Id.
166. Id. at 763–764.
167. See id. (“[T]he developer may be more inclined to offer a larger settlement figure to entice the family
off the land and therefore preserve more of the land value for the family.”).
168. Id. at 763.
169. Henderson, supra note 133, at 903.
170. Batra, supra note 105, at 763.
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V. CONCLUSION
For decades, unscrupulous developers and real estate speculators used
partition law to dispossess property owners of their land and the wealth embedded
in their land.171 AB 633 reinstates a preference for partition in kind, thus allowing
those who wish to retain their heirs’ property to keep the land.172 Additionally, AB
633 mandates the sale of heirs’ property on the open market instead of a forced
sale.173 This provision increases sale prices, thereby preventing loss of wealth.174
However, AB 633 needs improvements to be completely effective.175 First, AB
633’s notice requirements should mandate a public records search and direct
notification to all co-owners.176 Second, AB 633 should include a choice for a coowner to request mediation before trial.177 The inclusion of mediation would help
reduce problems with the lack of resources many co-owners face when
contemplating the buy-out provision.178

171. Mitchell, supra note 3.
172. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021); Mitchell, supra note 2, at 56.
173. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021); Mitchell, supra note 2, at 58.
174. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021); Mitchell, supra note 2, at 58.
175. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021); see Batra, supra note 105, at 762 (discussing
problems with the notification provision); see also Cole, supra note 142 at 361–362 (discussing accessibility
issues with the buy-out provision).
176. AB 633, 2021 Leg., 2021–2022 Sess. (Cal. 2021).
177. Id; Batra, supra note 105, at 763.
178. Id.
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